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ABSTRACT 
Let {xt} be a sequence of p-component vectors, and let A,= Zr_I~l~; with A,, 
nonsingular for some tl > p. It is shown that Z:, ,7 + &A, “r, Q tr Ai1 for n G y < T. An 
application of this proposition is the convergence of a certain martingale with 
probability 1. A matrix version of Kronecker’s lemma then leads to strong consistency 
of least-squares estimates under a certain condition. 
Consider a sequence of real numbers { x~}, t = 1,2,. . .) with X, #O for 
some n> 1. Then for T>q>n 
(1) 
The inequality (1) has a number of applications in statistical estimation and 
control theory (see Anderson and Taylor [3,4] and Taylor [8], for example). 
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Here we prove a vector generalization of (1) and show that, wher ,\ combined 
with a matrix generalization of the Kronecker lemma, it provides a straight- 
forward alternative method of proving multivariate beneralizations of these 
statistical applications. The generalization cf the KroFmecker lemma involves 
a condition-number assumption, and we provide an elementary counterex- 
ample to show that this assumption is necessary. !Iowever, the counterexam- 
ple does not apply to the statistical applicaticcls themselves; hence the 
question is open as to whether alternative vector generalizations of (1) and 
the Kronecker lemma can lead to further extensions of these results. In a 
recent paper, B. D. 0. Anderson and J. B. Moore [l] have provided an 
alternative counterexample to show the necessity of the condition-number 
assumption in the same generalization of the Kronecker lemma, 
The vector generalization of (1) is contained in the following 
PROPOSITION 1. tit (x1} be a sequence of p-component vectors such 
that for some n >p, (Z~,,x,x~)-I exists, Then fo7 T >9 >n, 
Proof. Let k=Z:‘,,,x,x& and for a given t >9+ 1, let A,=HDH’ and 
4 _ I = HH’, where D is a diagonal matrix. From HDH’ = HH’ +X+X; we have 
D =I + yy’, where y= H-xtm Because the rank of yy’ is at most one, and 
because D is diagonal, only one element of y can be nonzero. Let this be the 
ith element. Then alI elements on the diagonal of D are equal to one except 
for the ith, which can be greater than one. 
Let z=D-l/y and G=H-‘(H’)-‘; then 
x;A, 2xI = x;( HDH’) - 2xt 
where Z, is the ith element of z (all other elements being equal to zero) and 
where g, and dii are the ith diagonal elements of G and 
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Further 
=tr(H’)-1D-‘/2H-1[H ‘_HH’](H’)-‘J-J-‘/2H-1 
= Z’GZ 
= q&, (4 
Because $( > 1, we have ~;~g&,; ’ <$a,, and therefore from (3)1 and (4) 
x;A, St d tr( A,-I_ll - A, ‘) . (5) 
Summing both sides of (5) over t gives 
5 xiA;%,d 5 tr(A;_‘,-A;‘) 
t-q+1 t-q+1 
G trA;‘. q (6) 
The following proposition is a probabilistic application of Proposition 1 
which is used in the statistical results reported below. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let x1,%, . . . and u1,u2,. . . be two sequences of random 
vectors with p and m component, respectively. Let Gt be the u-algebra 
generated by (u,, %, . . . ,u,,xl, . . . ,xt+ 1), t = 1,2,. . . , and let $, be the a-alge- 
bra generated by xl. Suppose that &(~,1%~__~)=0 and E(u,u;l9~__,)=C, and 
that (Zg, lx,xi) :is nonsingular with probability one and that 
6 tr(Ej, 1x8x:) - 1 exists fm some g >p. Then 
converges with probability one. 
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Proofi The ith column of (7) is 
i?+= 
t-y+1 
(8) 
where utt is the ith element of ut. The conditional expectation of the tth 
vector in the sum (8) is 
=o (9) 
with probability one, since each component of (Zi=, IxSx:) -lx1 is bounded 
with probability one. Thus the sum is a m2ttingale (with expected value 
zero). The covariance matrix of the sum is 
f- ‘) ZTzT ’ =& A, ’ K,x;#, ‘u,,uL, 
r,s=y+ 1 
= E 2 As- 'x,x;A, ‘u,2, + T r-l 2 5: A,- 'x,x:A- ‘u u s w Is 
s=y+l r=y+2 s=y+l 
where uii is the ith diagonal element of E. The last equality follows from the 
fact that for s <T 
Then 
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By Proposition 1 the right-hand side of (12) is bounded because, by assump- 
tion, & trA[‘< cc. Thus each component of zT is a martingale with 
bounded second moment and, by the martingale convergenc:e theorem, 
converges with probability one (Feller [5, p. 2361). 
The statistical application of Proposition 1 requires the following gener- 
alization of the Kronecker lemma, which we state without proof. (B. D. 0. 
Anderson and J. B. Moore [l] and T. W. Anderson and J. B. Taylor [Z] have 
stated and proved this result.) 
PROPOSITION 3. Let {q} and {xt} be two sequences of p-component 
vectors. Define A, = ET + rxtx;, and suppose that A, is nonsinguk-zr for some 
9)P. Lf 
(i) Zz,+ IAt ‘z,, ek& 
(ii) lim T_,&‘=O, and 
(iii) the ratio of the largest to the smullest character+&: root of Ar is 
bounded by a number M < oo independent of T, 
then 
The main statistical application of Proposition 1 is in providing an 
alternative proof of the result that the least-squares estimates of B in the 
model yr = B’xt + ut converge to B with probability one under conditions 
described in the following proposition. This proposition is proved in T. W. 
Anderson and J, B. Taylor [4] by a different technique which does not make 
use of the multivariate generalization of (1). Because of the analogy with the 
scalar case, this alternative proof may suggest ways to improve on the result 
by modifying the condition-number assumption used in Proposition 3. 
tim A;’ 5 q=o. 
t=1 
PROPOSITION 4. Let y, = B’x, + u,, where B is a p X m matrix of parame- 
ters, xt is a p-component stochastic uector, and u, is an m-component 
stochastic uector, t = 1,2,. . . . Let CFt be the a-algebra generated by 
(%uZ ,““U~‘~1’~‘~‘*‘X~+~ ), t=1,2 ,..., and let $, be the u-algebra gener- 
ated by x1. Let A,=Zt, I x,x:, and suppose that Ay is nonsingular -with 
probability one and tha 
A, ‘2 :w lxty;. If
G trA; ’ < oo for some 9 >p. Zkjine BT= 
(i) G(ut]9t__l)=0 and F (u,u’,(~~ _ r) = , t = 1,2,. . . , with probability 
m, 
(ii) lim T+,A;l=O with probability one, and 
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(iii) the ratio of the Lzrgest o th4 smdlest dzum&ristic mot of A, is 
rbounded uniformly in T with probability one, 
then hm r+&r=B with probability one. 
Proof. The ith column of R-B is A, 121T_1~,t, where zit= X,tlit and 
w.here uit is the ith element of ut. By Propositions 1 and 2, X~_4+rA;1zit 
converges with probability one for i = 1,. . . ,m. Therefore, with conditions (ii) 
and (iii), Proposition 3 implies that A~lIiX~,_l~it converges to zero with 
probability one for each i := 1,. . . , m. m 
A useful extension of Proposition 4 would be to weaken the condition- 
number assumption (iii). However, condition (iii) is necessary for Proposition 
3, as the following simple example illustrates. (See also B. D. 0. Anderson 
and J* B. Moore [l].) Since the example violates the structure of the 
statistical model in Proposition 4, it does not prove the necessity of (iii) for 
that result. La& Robbins, and Wei [7] have recently shown that condition (iii) 
may be omitted if x, is nonstochastic. However, Lai and Robbins [S] have 
given an example to show that (i) and (ii) are not sufficien; in the stochastic 
case. 
EXAMPLE. Let xi = (1,cu ‘) for cy > 1, and define z, so that 
vt= i A,-‘z,=v+ ;t 
s=2 ( ) 
, (13) 
where v is a constant vector, 0 < p < 1, and crp > 1. Then vt converges to v 
and 
X 
cY2 
a2*- 1 OLT-1 
CU2-1 
--a- 
(Y- 1 
CXT-1 
-(IL- 
a-l 
T 
04) 
converges to 0. Hence conditions (i) and (ii) of Proposition 3 are satisfied 
while condition (iii) is net. From z, = A,@, - vt_ r) we find 
k- 1) (15) 
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and 
i zt= 
t=l 
, 
( (/X+-l pr-1 -&cX -- pa-1 p-l 1 
cY2 
-a 
a24 ( 
2 (pc+l g-1 -- 
p(r2-1 p-1 
_) 
1, 
(P- 0 
99 
(16) 
From (15) and (16) it follows that the dominant term of the first component 
of A;‘zT tr pt is of the order (pa)=/T, which diverges as T-00, since pcu > 1. 
Therefore, when condition (iii) of Proposition 3 is not satisfied, the sequence 
in question may not converge at all, let alone converge to zero. However, 
this example does not capture the structure of the z, in Proposition 4; that is, 
2, is not proportional to x,. 
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